INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Sliding clamps were first identified as components of the replisome that increase the processivity of DNA synthesis ([@B1]--[@B4]). Since their initial discovery as DNA polymerase processivity factors, sliding clamps have been found to bind directly to many different enzymes required for genome maintenance, and function both to increase enzyme residence times on DNA and to coordinate enzyme activities (reviewed in ([@B5]--[@B7])). The ring-shaped oligomeric structure of sliding clamps is key to function by allowing sliding clamps to encircle and slide along DNA ([@B8],[@B9]). When a DNA polymerase or another enzyme binds a sliding clamp, the enzyme is effectively anchored to the DNA template (recently reviewed in ([@B10],[@B11])). Most sliding clamps exist predominantly in closed ring conformations in solution and must open to be assembled on DNA by clamp loading enzymes (recently reviewed in ([@B10],[@B12])). Clamp loaders chaperone open clamps to DNA and release the clamps at primed template junctions where DNA synthesis will begin. Even clamps that exist predominantly as open rings, or in monomeric form, in solution are chaperoned to DNA by clamp loaders ([@B13]--[@B15]). Thus, all clamp loaders play an essential role in placing sliding clamps at the correct sites on DNA for DNA polymerases and other enzymes. Clamp loaders contain five core subunits arranged in a ring and are members of the AAA+ family of ATPases ([@B16]--[@B18]). ATP binding and hydrolysis modulate the affinity of clamp loaders for clamps and DNA to promote the assembly of clamps on DNA ([@B14],[@B19]--[@B24]). Clamp loaders may also contain additional subunits (e.g. *Escherichia coli* ψ and χ subunits) or protein domains (e.g. the large subunit of the eukaryotic clamp loader) that mediate protein--protein and/or protein--DNA interactions at the replication fork ([@B25]--[@B28]). When bound to an open clamp, all five core clamp loader subunits interact with the surface of the clamp ([@B29],[@B30]) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![High-resolution structures of clamp loaders and clamps from different species depicting conformational states that may exist in the clamp opening pathway. (*Left panel*) Structures of the *E. coli* γ~3~δδ' clamp loader along with the β-clamp illustrate conformations that may exist prior to clamp loader--clamp binding ([@B9],[@B48]). Amino acid residues in β that were mutated to Cys for fluorescent labeling are shown in spheres and labeled with arrows. (*Center panel*) The clamp loader initially binds the clamp to form a closed complex that may be similar in structure to the closed *S. cerevisiae* RFC--PCNA complex ([@B44]). The Rfc1 subunit (yellow) makes the most extensive interactions between the clamp loader and the clamp in the closed complex. Two of the subunits (Rfc2, green, and Rfc5, red) do not contact the surface of the clamp at all. (*Right panel*) After binding the clamp loader, the clamp either spontaneously opens or is actively opened by the clamp loader, to form an open clamp loader--clamp complex that may resemble the bacteriophage T4 gp44/62-gp45 clamp loader--clamp complex ([@B30]). In this open complex, each of the clamp loader subunits contacts the surface of the clamp such that the interaction surface is much greater than in the closed clamp loader--clamp complex.](gkx665fig1){#F1}

Although many features of the clamp loading reaction have been defined, questions remain about the mechanism of clamp opening including how opening and closing dynamics of the clamps themselves contribute to the loading process. One possibility is that clamps spontaneously open, even if only transiently, and clamp loaders bind open clamps to stabilize the open conformation. This is the case for the bacteriophage T4 clamp that exists predominantly in an open conformation in solution ([@B13],[@B14]). However, other sliding clamps are inherently more stable than the bacteriophage clamp, and it is not clear whether transient opening events contribute to the formation of open clamp loader--clamp complexes for these clamps. For example, the half-lives of the *E. coli* β-clamp and human PCNA-clamp on nicked circular DNA molecules are about 72 and 24 min, respectively, at 37°C suggesting that ring-opening (or dissociation into monomers), which would allow the clamp to dissociate from DNA, is a relatively infrequent occurrence ([@B31]). But, it is possible that clamp opening dynamics are different when clamps are bound to DNA than when free in solution, or that transient opening occurs, but strong protein--DNA interactions limit dissociation. The β-dimer is exceptionally stable when free in solution with a half-life longer than 24 h at room temperature (([@B32]) and Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)). Although the *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* sliding clamp is not as stable, the trimer is still long lived with a half-life of ∼3 h at room temperature. Nonetheless, molecular dynamics simulations indicate that the *S. cerevisiae* RFC clamp loader simply stabilizes the open conformation of the PCNA-clamp rather than destabilizing the closed conformation suggesting that the clamp loader depends on spontaneous clamp opening to form an open clamp loader--clamp complex ([@B33]). And, studies show that backbone amide protons at the interface between protomers in the *E. coli* β-clamp exchange with deuterium suggesting that the clamp is dynamic ([@B34]). Thus, arguments can be made for and against a role for clamp loaders in actively opening sliding clamps.

This manuscript investigates the mechanism of β-clamp opening by the γ complex (γ~3~δδ'ψχ subunits) clamp loader by determining how destabilizing the β dimer interface affects the clamp opening reaction and by defining a minimal kinetic mechanism for clamp opening.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Buffers and reagents {#SEC2-1}
--------------------

Storage buffer for the β-clamp contains 20 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, and 10% glycerol, and storage buffer for the γ complex (γ~cx~) is the same except for the inclusion of 50 mM sodium chloride (NaCl), 5 mM DTT, and 30% glycerol. Stopped-flow assay buffers contain 20 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.5, 8 mM magnesium chloride, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, 4% glycerol and 50 or 500 mM sodium chloride.

Protein expression and purification {#SEC2-2}
-----------------------------------

The γ form of *dnaX* along with *holA* (δ), *holB* (δ'), *holC* (χ) and *holD* (ψ) were subcloned into Duet vectors (Novagen) for expression and assembly of the γ complex (γ~cx~) in *E. coli* BL21(DE3) cells. Cells were lysed using a French Press in 20 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, 10% glycerol and 50 mM NaCl. Affinity chromatography on a HiTrap Heparin column (GE Healthcare) was used to purify the crude supernatant followed by ion exchange chromatography on a Mono Q HR 10/10 (Pharmacia Biotech). Purified γ~cx~ was dialyzed against the storage buffer overnight and stored at --80°C. Protein concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm under denaturing conditions assay and using an extinction coefficient of 220 050 M^−1^ cm^−1^. Site-directed mutagenesis of *dnaN* (β) to create mutants in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} is described in (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)). Typical labeling efficiencies with AF488 were ≥85% per Cys residue. The stabilities of the β constructs containing the S109C/Q299C/C260S/C333S mutations needed for labeling with two fluorophores were measured by differential scanning calorimetry and compared to clamps lacking these mutations. Overall, β clamps with the mutations for fluorescence labeling are less stable than the clamps (wild-type β and β-R103S) lacking these mutations with *T*~m~ values that are 8--10°C lower. But importantly, the R103S mutation and increased NaCl concentrations affect the stability of β-S109C/Q299C/C260S/C333S and β-wild-type clamps in the same way (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)).

###### β mutants and nomenclature

  β Designation                    Mutations
  -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  β-S109C-AF488^a^                 C260S + C333S + S109C
  β-Q299C-AF488                    C260S + C333S + Q299C
  β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~         C260S + C333S + S109C + Q299C
  β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~   C260S + C333S + S109C + Q299C + R103S
  β-R103S/I305C-(AF488)~2~         C260S + C333S + R103C + I305C

^a^Cys residues are labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 maleimide (AF488).

Equilibrium clamp loader--clamp binding/opening {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------------------

A QuantaMaster QM1 spectrofluorometer (Photon Technology International) was used to measure steady-state AF488 fluorescence in equilibrium binding assays. Fluorescence emission spectra were measured at each γ~cx~ concentration in an initial experiment, and all subsequent experiments were done by measuring time-based scans at a single wavelength to ensure that the system had reached equilibrium. For time-based scans, AF488 was excited at 495 nm and emission measured at 520 nm using a 3 nm bandpass. Data was collected at 1 s intervals for 2 min for assays in 50 mM NaCl and at 1 s intervals for 4 min in assays with 500 mM NaCl, and the last 30 s were averaged to obtain a value for the fluorescence intensity. Equilibrium binding was measured at a constant concentration (10 nM) of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ or β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ and concentrations of γ~cx~ ranging from 0.1 to 1000 nM. A separate solution was made at each γ~cx~ concentration by sequentially adding to the cuvette: assay buffer (64 μL) to measure background signal, β-(AF488)~2~ (8 μl) to measure the signal for unbound β, and γ~cx~ (8 μl) to measure the signal for complex formation. Relative AF488 intensity at each γ~cx~ concentration was calculated by dividing the fluorescence for the complex (after adding γ~cx~) by the fluorescence of unbound β-(AF488)~2~ (before adding γ~cx~). An apparent dissociation constant (*K*~d,app~) was calculated by fitting the relative intensity data (*I*~obs~) to a quadratic equation using KaleidaGraph: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Kinetic measurements of clamp loader--clamp binding/opening, dissociation and clamp loading {#SEC2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reactions were measured using a SX20MV stopped-flow fluorimeter (Applied Photophysics Ltd.). AF488 was excited at 490 nm using a 3.7 nm bandpass and emission was measured using a 515 nm cut-on filter, and steady-state AF488 fluorescence was measured on a millisecond timescale. For clamp binding/opening and clamp loading reactions, measurements were made at 1 ms intervals for 10 s, and for clamp loader--clamp dissociation, a split time-base was used in which data was collected at 1 ms intervals for the first 10 s and 50 ms intervals for the remaining time (to 500 s). Single mix experiments in which equal volumes of two solutions are mixed immediately prior to entering the cuvette were used for all kinetic assays. Clamp loader--clamp binding/opening was measured by mixing a solution containing γ~cx~ and ATP with a solution containing β and ATP. Clamp loader--clamp dissociation was measured by mixing a solution of γ~cx~, β and ATP with a solution containing 20-fold excess unlabeled β. And, clamp loading was measured by addition of a solution containing γ~cx~, β and ATP to a solution of DNA, SSB, and excess unlabeled clamp. Final concentrations of reagents are given for each experiment in the Figure Legends. Reaction time courses were initially fit empirically to sums of exponentials to calculate rates of reactions and determine how γ~cx~ concentration, β mutations and NaCl affect reaction rates. Time-dependent changes in intensity for clamp binding/opening reactions and for clamp loader--clamp dissociation reaction were fit to the sum of two exponentials: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*}I\ \left( t \right) = \ {a_1}{e^{ - {k_1}t}} + {a_2}{e^{ - {k_2}t}} + c\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where *k*~1~ and *k*~2~ are rates and *a*~1~ and *a*~2~ are amplitudes of the two reaction phases and *c* is a constant. GraphPad Prism was used to globally fit clamp binding and opening time courses to a shared set of amplitudes and individual rate constants. KaleidaGraph was used to fit clamp dissociation time courses individually to calculate rates and amplitudes.

Kinetic modeling {#SEC2-5}
----------------

Reaction time courses for clamp binding using β-S109C-AF488 and clamp opening using β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~ were globally fit to kinetic models using KinTek Explorer ([@B35]). For binding reactions, γ~cx~ concentrations ranged from 10 to 1280 nM and β-S109C-AF488 was held constant at 20 nM. For clamp opening reactions, γ~cx~ concentrations ranged from 5 to 1800 nM and β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~ was held constant at 16 nM. For the binding reactions with β-S109C-AF488, three fluorescent states were assumed, one for free/unbound clamps, one for clamp loader--clamp complexes in a closed conformation, and one for all clamp loader--clamp complexes in an open conformation. Low γ~cx~ concentration data could be fit using two fluorescent states one for unbound clamps and one for all clamp loader--clamp complexes, but at higher concentrations this two-state model did not fit the data well because the fluorescence decay of the calculated curves tended to be faster than for the data. Relative fluorescence intensities of intermediate states were fit as adjustable parameters but did not change significantly from our initial relative intensity estimates (based on exponential fits) of 1.0 for free clamps, 0.9 for the closed clamp loader--clamp complex and 0.88 for open clamp loader--clamp complexes. For the clamp opening reactions with β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~, two fluorescent states were assumed, one relative intensity associated with closed clamps and another associated with open clamps. The relative intensities were fit as adjustable parameters but did not vary significantly from our estimates, based on exponential fits of the data, of 1.0 for closed clamps and 2.8 for closed clamps.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Mutations to amino acid residues at the β dimer interfaces {#SEC3-1}
----------------------------------------------------------

In other work, we showed that mutations to charged residues at the β-dimer interface and high salt concentrations destabilize the β-dimer by increasing the rate of dissociation into monomers (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)). This work investigates the effects of destabilization of the β dimer interface on interactions with the clamp loader and steps in the clamp loading reaction. Doubly-labeled β-clamps were made by mutating Ser-109 and Gln-299 to Cys to incorporate two Alexa Fluor 488 (AF488) fluorophores in each β monomer. This doubly-labeled clamp is referred to as β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). A mutation shown to destabilize the β-dimer, Arg-103 to Ser (R103S), was incorporated into a second doubly-labeled clamp and is referred to as β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)). The fluorophores are positioned at both dimer interfaces such that a pair of fluorophores, one on each monomer, interacts across the interface. When the clamp is closed the fluorophores stack and self-quench. Clamp opening separates a pair of fluorophores and increases fluorescence ([@B32],[@B36]). Alexa Fluor 488 gives a better signal-to-noise ratio in stopped-flow clamp opening reactions than the tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) probe used in previous work ((Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)) and [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and for that reason was used in this study.

Effects of dimer interface destabilization on equilibrium clamp loader--clamp binding/opening {#SEC3-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When bound to ATP, the *E. coli* clamp loader binds the β-clamp with high affinity to form an open clamp loader--clamp complex ([@B20],[@B37]). Equilibrium clamp loader--clamp binding/opening was measured to determine whether the R103S mutation or a high salt (500 mM NaCl) concentration, both of which destabilize the β dimer interface, promote ring-opening by the clamp loader. If clamp opening by the clamp loader were dependent on clamp dynamics, then destabilization of the interface would be expected to promote opening. The *E. coli* clamp loader, γ complex (γ~cx~), containing γ~3~δδ'ψχ subunits, was used in this work. The increase in fluorescence that occurs when γ~cx~ binds and opens doubly-labeled clamps was measured for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ and β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ in buffer containing 50 mM NaCl. Relative AF488 fluorescence as a function of γ~cx~ concentration is plotted in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Because the efficiency of protein labeling differs for different protein preparations, the magnitude of the fluorescence change differs for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ and β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~. Data were fit to the two-state binding model illustrated in the cartoon using a quadratic equation to calculate apparent dissociation constants, *K*~d,app~, of 7.0 ± 0.4 and 4.2 ± 1.5 nM for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ and β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~, respectively. The average *K*~d,app~ value is ∼67% larger for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ than for β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~, and calculated *K*~d,app~ values for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ are consistently greater than for β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ in each of the three experiments showing that the R103S mutation modestly increases the affinity of the clamp loader for the clamp.

![Equilibrium binding to form open clamp loader--clamp complexes. Relative AF488 fluorescence is plotted as a function of γ~cx~ concentration for solutions of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ (black circles) and β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ (grey triangles) in assay buffer containing (**A**) 50 mM NaCl or (**B**) 500 mM NaCl. Final concentrations of β clamps were 10 nM. Data were fit to a quadratic equation (solid line through data points) assuming a two-state binding model (indicated in the diagram) to calculate apparent dissociation constants, *K*~d,app~. Assay buffer contained 20 mM Tris--HCl pH 7.5, 8 mM MgCl~2~, 5 mM DTT, 40 μg/ml BSA, 0.1 mM EDTA and 4% glycerol. Note that NaCl quenches the fluorescence of AF488 in unbound β-clamps in a concentration-dependent manner so that the magnitude of the signal change is greater in the assay containing 500 mM NaCl. Increased ionic strength likely increases the fraction of AF488 molecules that are stacked and quenched when the clamp is closed.](gkx665fig2){#F2}

The titration of doubly-labeled clamps with γ~cx~ was repeated in assay buffer containing 500 mM NaCl (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The decrease in dimer stability for β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ in 500 mM NaCl was apparent in these experiments. In the absence of γ~cx~ and at low γ~cx~ concentrations where the majority of the β-clamp is not bound, the fluorescence of β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~, but not β- S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~, increased slowly over time, presumably due to dissociation of the dimer into monomers (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)) when diluted 10-fold into the cuvette ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At high concentrations of γ~cx~ where the majority of the β-clamp is bound by γ~cx~ and stabilized as open dimers, the fluorescence signal remained constant for both clamps. Due to the instability of β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ during the course of the titration, the *K*~d,app~ value for the γ~cx~ and the mutant clamp cannot be rigorously determined. But, high salt does not appear to affect the binding/opening equilibrium for the R103S mutant as the calculated *K*~d,app~ of 5.0 ± 1.2 nM is about the same as in 50 mM NaCl. The average *K*~d,app~ value for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ is modestly lower in 500 mM NaCl (*K*~d,app~ = 5.3 ± 2.4 nM) than in 50 mM NaCl (*K*~d,app~ = 7.0 ± 0.4 nM), but the difference is within experimental error. Together, these experiments show that the R103S mutation and high salt concentrations have only a modest effect on clamp loader--clamp binding/opening equilibria. This result is in contrast to the β monomer--dimer equilibrium where the R103S mutation and high salt dramatically shift the equilibrium toward the monomer (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)).

Dimer interface destabilization does not increase rates of clamp opening reactions {#SEC3-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The equilibrium clamp opening reaction consists of at least two steps, clamp binding and clamp opening ([@B36],[@B38]). It is possible that destabilization of the β-dimer interface promotes the clamp opening step, but that a compensatory change in another step reduces the effects of destabilization on the overall binding/opening equilibrium. To test this possibility, pre-steady-state rates of clamp opening were measured to determine whether the R103S mutation or 500 mM NaCl promote the clamp opening step. Clamp opening reactions were initiated by mixing a solution of γ~cx~ and ATP with a solution of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ or β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ and ATP. The concentration of γ~cx~ was varied from 0.005 to 1.6 μM (representative reaction time courses are shown in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and the concentration of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ or β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ was held constant. The increase in AF488 fluorescence that occurs when clamps are opened was measured as a function of time in assay buffer containing 50 mM NaCl. The magnitude of increase in fluorescence differs for the two clamps because the labeling efficiency differs, but surprisingly, the time-dependent changes in fluorescence due to opening β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ and β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ are the same within experimental error. Even though the R103S mutation increases the rate of β dimer dissociation into monomers, this destabilization of the dimer interface does not increase the rate of ring opening by γ~cx~. The clamp opening experiment was repeated in assay buffer containing 500 mM NaCl. Again, time courses for clamp opening for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ and for β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ were similar to each other (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) in contrast to the marked instability of the β-R103S mutant at high salt concentrations (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)). If clamp opening were dependent on stability of the interface, opening for the R103S mutant should have been faster. If the higher salt concentration were promoting clamp opening, rates for opening both clamps should have been faster in 500 mM NaCl than in 50 mM NaCl, but at the higher salt concentration, the overall rate of opening was about 2-fold slower. This reduction in rates may be due to effects of increased salt concentration on interactions other than at the dimer interface such as clamp loader--clamp binding or ATP binding. Nonetheless, these kinetic experiments demonstrate clamp opening by the clamp loader is not dependent on clamp stability.

![Clamp loader--clamp binding/opening reactions at 20°C. The increase in AF488 fluorescence that occurs when γ~cx~ binds β-(AF488)~2~ to form an open complex was measured as a function of time when a solution of γ~cx~ and ATP (0.5 mM) in stopped-flow assay buffer was added to a solution of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ (dark colors) or β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ (light colors) and ATP (0.5 mM) in stopped-flow assay buffer. The concentration of γ~cx~ was varied and the concentration of β was held constant at 20 nM. Representative reactions are shown that contain 10 nM (blue), 20 nM (magenta), 40 nM (green) or 160 nM (black/grey) γ~cx~ and (**A**) 50 mM NaCl or (**B**) 500 mM NaCl.](gkx665fig3){#F3}

Dimer interface destabilization modestly increases lifetimes of clamp loader•clamp complexes {#SEC3-4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the overall association rates of γ~cx~ with β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ and β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ are the same, but *K*~d,app~ values differ, albeit modestly, the difference in *K*~d,app~ values should be reflected in differences in dissociation rates. Dissociation of clamps from clamp loader--clamp complexes was measured to test this and to determine whether the R103S mutation or 500 mM NaCl affect the lifetime of clamp loader--clamp complexes. In these experiments, a solution of γ~cx~, β-(AF488)~2~ (20 nM final), and ATP (0.5 mM) was added to a solution of unlabeled β (400 nM final) and ATP (0.5 mM). The excess unlabeled β traps clamp loaders that dissociate from AF488-labeled clamps to permit measurement of the decrease in fluorescence that occurs when γ~cx~ dissociates from β-(AF488)~2~ and the ring closes. In reactions with 50 mM NaCl, the overall rate of dissociation of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ is about twice that of β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In other words, the R103S mutation that destabilizes the β-dimer interface increases the lifetime of a clamp loader--clamp complex. Time courses for dissociation of both clamps were biphasic (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) indicating that dissociation occurs from two different states at different rates. In reactions with 500 mM NaCl, the overall rate of dissociation for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ decreased modestly, and the dissociation rate for β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ increased modestly, such that the difference in overall dissociation rates for the two clamps was smaller as were the differences in *K*~d,app~ values (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Decreases in fluorescence were also biphasic for both clamps in 500 mM NaCl. In general, the differences dissociation rates can account for the differences in equilibrium dissociation constants.

![Clamp loader--clamp dissociation reactions at 20°C. The decrease in fluorescence that occurs when β-(AF488)~2~ dissociates from γ~cx~ was measured in assays containing 40 nM γ~cx~, 10 nM β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ (cyan) or β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ (magenta), 400 nM unlabeled β, and 0.5 mM ATP in buffer with (**A**) 50 mM NaCl or (**B**) 500 mM NaCl. Data were fit to the sum of two exponentials (black lines through traces), and rate constants and fractional amplitudes derived from fits are given in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.](gkx665fig4){#F4}

###### Clamp loader--clamp dissociation rate constants and amplitudes

                                   50 mM NaCl   500 mM NaCl                                         
  -------------------------------- ------------ ------------- ------ -------- ------ ------- ------ -------
  β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~         0.66         0.10          0.34   0.013    0.38   0.064   0.62   0.015
  β-S109C/Q299C R103S-(AF488)~2~   0.23         0.039         0.77   0.0098   0.18   0.046   0.82   0.012
  β−R103S/I305C−(AF488)~2~         0.28         0.058         0.72   0.011                          

^a^ *a* ~f~ and *a*~s~ are fractional amplitudes for fast and slow phases, respectively.

^b^ *k* ~f~ and *k*~s~ are rate constants for fast and slow phases, respectively.

The R103S mutation does not affect rates of clamp closing on DNA {#SEC3-5}
----------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to forming stable open clamp complexes, clamp loaders also chaperone clamps to DNA where the clamps are deposited and closed to encircle DNA (recently reviewed in ([@B10],[@B12])). It is possible that destabilization of the β-dimer interface affects the rate at which clamps reform a closed dimer interface. To test this possibility, clamp closing on DNA was measured for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ and β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~. This experiment used a symmetrical DNA substrate with two ss/ds DNA junctions of the same polarity with 5′-ssDNA overhangs ([@B39]). Single-stranded binding protein (SSB) was included in reactions because ssDNA is bound by SSB *in vivo* ([@B27],[@B28]). Clamp loading reactions, in buffer with 50 mM NaCl, were initiated by adding a solution of γ~cx~, β-(AF488)~2~, and ATP to a solution of DNA, SSB, excess unlabeled β-clamp, and ATP. Excess unlabeled clamp is added to limit the reaction to a single observable cycle of clamp closing. When the clamp closes around DNA, AF488 fluorescence is quenched. The rates of β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ and β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ closing on DNA are similar differing by no more than is typical of experimental variation (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These results along with those measuring clamp opening rates (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) show that the R103S mutation that destabilizes the β-dimer interface has little if any effect on the clamp loading reaction either at the clamp opening step where a dimer interface is broken or at the clamp closing step where a dimer interface reforms.

![Clamp loading on DNA bound by SSB at 20°C. The decrease in AF488 fluorescence that occurs when clamps are closed on DNA was measured in stopped-flow reactions in which a solution of γ~cx~, β-(AF488)~2~, and ATP were mixed with a solution of SSB-bound DNA and excess unlabeled β. DNA is symmetrical, as illustrated, with two 30-nt single-stranded 5′ DNA overhangs and a 30-nt duplex. Final concentrations were 20 nM β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ or β-S109C/Q299C/R103S-(AF488)~2~, 20nM γ~cx~, 200 nM unlabeled β, 160 nM DNA, 960 nM SSB and 0.5 mM ATP in stopped-flow assay buffer containing 50 mM NaCl.](gkx665fig5){#F5}

Effects of γ complex binding on the fluorescence of singly-labeled β-clamps {#SEC3-6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further define the clamp opening step of the clamp loading reaction, kinetic data were modeled to define individual kinetic steps. As a control prior to kinetic modeling, singly-labeled clamps were made to determine whether AF488 fluorescence in β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ could be affected by mechanisms other than the unstacking of AF488 dimers that occurs on clamp opening. Clamp binding/opening reactions were measured for singly AF488-labeled clamps that contained either the S109C mutation or Q299C mutation. The fluorescence of AF488 changed when both singly-labeled clamps were bound by γ~cx~, but the changes were different. There was a *rapid decrease* in AF488 fluorescence when β-S109C-AF488 was bound by γ~cx~ (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and a *slower increase* in fluorescence when β-Q299C-AF488 was bound by γ~cx~ (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Because these fluorophores are located on the surface of β (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), at or near sites where γ~cx~ contacts the clamp, these changes are likely due to environmental effects of fluorophore interactions with γ~cx~. The rapid decrease in fluorescence for β-S109C-AF488 reflects the binding of γ~cx~ to β because the rate of change is faster than clamp opening as measured previously ([@B36]), and the time course is a simple exponential function. The small increase in AF488 fluorescence that occurs when γ~cx~ binds β-Q299C-AF488 is on the same time scale as clamp opening, and most likely results from conformational changes that occur on opening and affect the environment of the fluorophore possibly by increasing interactions with γ~cx~ (e.g. as in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The environmental changes in AF488 fluorescence for the single mutants must also occur in the doubly-labeled clamps containing both S109C and Q299C mutations. This means that fluorescence changes for the β-S109C/Q299C mutants are a composite of environmental changes due to interactions with the clamp loader and destacking of the fluorophores due to clamp opening. The overlapping changes in fluorescence complicate the analyses of time-dependent changes in fluorescence during clamp opening reactions, and data cannot be modeled to a simple two-state system with a low quantum yield for closed clamps and a high quantum yield for open clamps.

![Clamp loader binding to singly AF488-labeled clamps affects AF488 fluorescence. Binding reactions were measured side-by-side in stopped-flow experiments for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~, β-S109C-AF488, and β-Q299C-AF488. Fluorescence intensity is plotted relative to the signal for unbound clamp in each case, but note the absolute fluorescence for singly-labeled clamps is greater than for the doubly-labeled clamp because there is no AF488-dimer quenching. (**A**) Clamp binding for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ (black) versus β-S109C-AF488 (grey) is shown. (**B**) Clamp binding for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ (black) versus β-Q299C-AF488 (grey) is shown. (**C**) Rates of γ~cx~ binding to β-S109C-AF488 were measured in reactions containing 20 nM β-S109C-AF488, 0.5 mM ATP, and 20 (magenta), 40 (light blue), 80 (green), 160 (grey) and 320 (dark blue) nM γ~cx~ in stopped-flow assay buffer containing 50 mM NaCl. (**D**) Time courses from panel C were fit to double exponentials, and observed rate constants for the rapid (black diamonds) and slow (grey circles) phases obtained from the fits are plotted as a function of γ~cx~ concentration.](gkx665fig6){#F6}

Kinetic modeling of γ complex binding and opening β {#SEC3-7}
---------------------------------------------------

To simplify the system for kinetic modeling, clamp opening kinetics were measured for a doubly-labeled clamp where the fluorophores are located on the face of β that is not bound by γ~cx~ (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Arg-103 and Ile-305 were mutated to Cys and labeled with AF488 (β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~). Note that this clamp contains a destabilizing Arg-103 mutation and could not be used for experiments where opening of clamps with and without an Arg mutation was measured. Fluorescence of AF488 in both single mutants, β-R103C-AF488 and β-I305C-AF488, is not affected by clamp loader binding ([@B36]). This is further supported by measurements of fluorescence lifetimes for doubly-labeled β-R103C/I305C-(TMR)~2~ which show that γ~cx~ binding does not affect the fluorescence lifetimes. Clamp loader binding decreases the amplitude of the short lifetime term (quenched state) associated with the closed clamp and increases the amplitude of the long lifetime term (unquenched state) associated with the open clamp ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These lifetime measurements utilized TMR rather than AF488 because the excitation wavelength of TMR was better matched to the laser system used for the measurements. Both these lifetime measurements with the doubly-labeled β-R103C/I305C-(TMR)~2~ clamp and previous steady-state fluorescence measurements with the singly-AF488-labeled clamps support the assumption that changes in fluorescence are due to changes in stacking interactions between the two fluorophores that occur when the clamp opens and closes with no contributions from environmental changes due to protein interactions. Therefore, we assume that there are only two fluorescence states for β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~, one for the open clamp where a pair of fluorophores is unstacked and unquenched, and one for the closed clamp where fluorophores are stacked and quenched. Because the fluorescence of AF488 covalently bound to β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~ is not affected by interactions with the clamp loader, the time course for binding/opening reactions differ in shape from those for β-S109C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Given that AF488 fluorescence for the single β-S109C-AF488 mutant is sensitive to clamp loader binding, this mutant was used to measure rates of γ~cx~ binding to the β-clamp. Two data sets for reactions containing 50 mM NaCl were used for kinetic modeling: (i) γ~cx~ binding to β-S109C-AF488 (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and (ii) γ~cx~-catalyzed opening of β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~ ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Clamp binding was measured in reactions containing 10--1280 nM γ~cx~ and 20 nM β-S109C-AF488, and clamp opening was measured in reaction containing 5--1800 nM γ~cx~ and 16 nM β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~. As a starting point, these data were empirically fit to sums of exponentials. Data for γ~cx~ binding β-S109C-AF488 are best fit by a double exponential. Calculated rate constants for the rapid phase are a linear function of γ~cx~ concentration as expected for a *binding* reaction (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, black diamonds). The slope yields an apparent second order rate constant of 3.7 × 10^7^ M^−1^ s^−1^ which is consistent with our previous measurements (2.3 × 10^7^ M^−1^ s^−1^) using another assay ([@B40]). Rate constants for the slower phase approach a maximum value of 8 s^−1^ consistent with the slow phase reflecting the clamp opening step. When data for γ~cx~ opening β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~ are fit by a double exponential, the calculated rate constants are not a linear function of γ~cx~ but curve approaching limiting values of 11 s^−1^ for the rapid phase and 1.5 s^−1^ for the slow phase ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is comparable to our previous studies where maximal rates were 9 and 0.8 s^−1^ for the fast and slow phases, respectively ([@B36]). Note that time courses for opening reactions are not simple exponentials and contain a short lag phase, but exponential fits were used to estimate rates of change in fluorescence. Both the shape of the opening time course and the change in rate constant with γ~cx~ concentration are consistent with a mechanism that contains at least two-steps, binding then opening ([@B36]). Dissociation of β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~ from a clamp loader--clamp complex is biphasic and occurs at a rate similar to that for β-S109C/Q288C/R103S-(AF488)~2~ ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

Empirical analysis of kinetic data above indicates that the clamp opening reaction is at least a two-step reaction consisting of an initial clamp loader--clamp binding step followed by a clamp opening step ([@B36],[@B38]). However, global fitting of the β-S109C-AF488 and β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~ binding/opening reactions to this simple kinetic model does not adequately fit the data ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The complexity of the kinetic model was increased by including an additional open state which is consistent with the biphasic change in fluorescence in clamp opening reactions. Clamp binding reactions using β-S109C-AF488 and clamp opening reactions using β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~ were globally fit to a kinetic model in which the clamp loader binds the clamp to form a closed clamp loader--clamp complex, the clamp opens relatively rapidly, and there is a conformational rearrangement in the open clamp loader--clamp complex that stabilizes the open state (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This three-step model fits the data better than the two-step model. We note that these kinetic data could also be fit to a model that includes two parallel two-step binding-opening reactions in which a fraction of the total β is bound and open faster than the rest. This parallel model does not make intuitive sense because it requires that two separate populations of β exist and react at different rates. We favor the first model based on structural data as explained in the Discussion.

![Clamp loader binding to β-S109C-AF488 and opening β-R103C/Q299C-(AF488)~2~ were fit to the model shown in the scheme where γ complex (γ~cx~) binds a closed β-clamp (β^c^) to form a closed complex, the clamp opens (β^o^) to form an open complex, and conformational rearrangements occur to form a 'locked open' clamp (β^oL^). (**A**) Clamp binding reactions containing 40 (yellow), 80 (lavender), and 160 nM (green), 320 (light blue), 640 (orange) and 1280 nM (grey) γ~cx~ are shown. (**B**) Clamp opening reactions containing 40 (yellow), 80 (lavender), 160 nM (green), 250 nM (blue), 500 nM (red) and 1800 nM (tan) γ~cx~ are shown. Black lines through the data are the result of the fit of the model using KinTek Explorer with rate constants shown in the scheme.](gkx665fig7){#F7}

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Although many mechanistic questions about the clamp loading reaction mechanism have been answered, questions regarding the mechanism of clamp opening remain. Does the clamp loader depend on intrinsic clamp opening and closing dynamics to form an open clamp loader--clamp complex? Or does the clamp loader destabilize and actively open clamps? What are the steps in the clamp opening reaction? Clamp opening reactions catalyzed by the *E. coli* and *S. cerevisiae* clamp loaders are at least two-step reactions consisting of an initial binding step followed by an opening step ([@B36],[@B38],[@B41]). But, a two-step binding-opening mechanism does not necessarily mean that the clamp loaders actively open clamps; the clamp loaders could bind closed clamps, which predominate in solution, and 'wait' for the clamps to open spontaneously. To address these outstanding questions, the mechanism of the clamp opening reaction was investigated.

Conditions that destabilize the dimer interface of the β-clamp and promote dissociation into monomers have been identified (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)). Electrostatic interactions between positively charged residues on one side of the dimer interface (N-terminal protein domain) and negatively charged residues on the other (C-terminal domain) can be disrupted by high NaCl concentrations to promote dissociation into monomers ([@B42]). Additionally, a point mutation converting a positively charged Arg residue to a neutral amino acid residue destabilizes the dimeric form of the clamp. This manuscript uses these conditions that destabilize the β-dimer interface to determine whether the clamp loading reaction, and in particular, the clamp opening step is dependent on the stability and dynamics of the β dimer interface. Mutation of Arg-103 substantially destabilizes the dimer interface decreasing the lifetime of the dimeric form of the clamp from 34 to 5.8 h, and similarly, increasing the NaCl concentration from 50 to 500 mM reduces the lifetime to 9 h (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)). The combination of the Arg-103 mutation and high salt leads to even greater destabilization such that the majority of clamps dissociate into monomers within the 20 min it takes to measure the populations of monomers and dimers (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)). Although these conditions substantially destabilize the β-dimer interface, mutation of Arg-103 to Ser does not affect the rate of clamp opening either at a low salt concentration (50 mM NaCl, Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), or a high salt concentration (500 mM NaCl, Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). If the clamp opening reaction were dependent on the dynamics and the stability of the β-clamp, the R103S mutation would be expected to increase the rate of clamp opening because the mutation destabilizes the interface. Furthermore, there is no evidence that spontaneous clamp opening events are frequent enough to support clamp loading (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)). Destabilizing the clamp interface might also be expected to affect the ease with which the clamp closes, but the R103S mutation did not affect rates of clamp closing on DNA either. Given that destabilization of the β-dimer interface does not promote clamp opening, it is unlikely that the clamp loader binds the β-clamp and depends on spontaneous opening events to form an open clamp loader--clamp complex. Instead, these results are consistent with a mechanism in which the clamp loader destabilizes and actively opens the clamp.

The clamp opening mechanism was investigated further by measuring the kinetics of the clamp loader--clamp binding (β-S109C-AF488) and opening (β-R103C/I305C-(AF488)~2~) to define a kinetic mechanism for the reaction. Previous work and empirical fitting of the current data show that the clamp opening reaction is at least a two-step binding-opening reaction ([@B36],[@B38],[@B41]), however, this simple model did not adequately fit clamp opening kinetic data ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, the biphasic nature of clamp opening kinetics indicate that there are two open states. Therefore, kinetic data for clamp binding and clamp opening were fit to a three-step 'bind-open-lock' model in which the clamp loader binds a closed clamp, the clamp opens, and the initial open clamp loader--clamp complex undergoes a conformational rearrangement that 'locks' the complex in an open state (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This simple bind-open-lock model fits the data reasonably well, but the reaction likely contains additional kinetic steps. For example, in the bind-open-lock model, the clamp only dissociates from the closed clamp loader--clamp complex, but there are likely other pathways for dissociation such as from open complexes or following ATP hydrolysis. Clamp loader--clamp dissociation kinetics are biphasic, and the rate of the slow phase is the same for all clamps under all conditions, ∼0.01 s^−1^ (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). It is interesting to note that this rate is the same as the slow ATP hydrolysis (*k*~cat~ = 0.012 s^−1^) that occurs in the clamp loader--clamp complex in the absence of DNA ([@B21]). We speculate that β may dissociate from the 'locked open' complex at a rate that is limited by this slow rate of ATP hydrolysis. There is not enough information in the kinetic data to add or rule out this or other kinetic steps. However, any missing steps are not likely affecting rates or populations of species to a large extent because the minimal bind-open-lock model recapitulates the key features of the kinetic data.

In the bind-open-lock model, the initial clamp opening step does not strongly favor an open conformation of the clamp; the open clamp loader--clamp complex is favored over the closed complex by about 2-to-1 (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). It is the subsequent conformational change step strongly favors the open state with a forward rate that is ∼60-fold greater than the reverse rate. The bind-open-lock model can be envisioned in terms of structural data for clamp loader--clamp complexes. When the clamp loader initially binds the closed clamp, the most extensive interactions are likely to be between the δ subunit (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, yellow) and the β-clamp ([@B43]). Interactions between the other clamp loader subunits and the clamp are likely to be less extensive or nonexistent as in the *S. cerevisiae* closed clamp loader--clamp complex (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B44]). The yeast clamp loader--clamp complex was trapped in a closed state by mutations to conserved 'Arg finger' residues, and these mutations shift the opening-closing equilibrium to favor the closed state in solution ([@B45],[@B46]). Initial opening of the clamp may not substantially increase contacts between the clamp loader and the clamp, and therefore, the clamp readily closes. Subsequent conformational rearrangements in the open clamp loader--clamp complex may be required to form a locked open state where *all five* of the core clamp loader subunits interact extensively with the face of the clamp as in the crystal structure of a bacteriophage clamp loader--clamp complex (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and the EM structures of an archaeal clamp loader--clamp complex ([@B29],[@B30]). The extensive contacts between the clamp loader and clamp may not only stabilize the open state, but also prevent dimeric or trimeric clamps from dissociating into monomers when the rings are open. Oligomer association is highly cooperative for trimeric clamps suggesting that opening one interface would destabilize clamps and favor dissociation into monomers ([@B13],[@B32],[@B47]). The free energy of binding for two or three identical interfaces contributes to the stability of sliding clamps, and if one of these interaction surfaces is lost as it is on clamp opening, this would substantially destabilize the oligomeric form. By engaging the clamp with all five clamp loader subunits, open clamps can be stabilized by the clamp loader to prevent dissociation into monomers before the clamp is loaded onto DNA.

The proposal that clamp loaders actively open clamps that exist predominantly as closed rings in solution was initially made based on the high stability of the closed ring forms of these clamps ([@B31]). The structure the δ subunit of the *E. coli* clamp loader bound to a β monomer suggested that that the δ subunit distorts and destabilizes the β-dimer interface which causes the clamp to open supporting an active role for the clamp loader in clamp opening ([@B43]). Results from this work support a mechanism where the *E. coli* clamp loader actively opens the β-clamp rather than capturing clamps that have spontaneously opened. The bind-open-lock model predicts that clamp opening and closing dynamics (*k*~open~ = 9 s^−1^ and *k*~close~ = 4 s^−1^) occur on a time scale that could be detected by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy if the unbound clamp had similar dynamics and occurred at a reasonable frequency, however, this was not the case (Purohit *et al., Biophysical Journal* (2017)). Therefore, we conclude that the clamp loader alters these dynamics. Active β-clamp opening does not contradict results from hydrogen--deuterium exchange studies showing that the β-dimer interface is dynamic because minor fluctuations in the backbone conformation could allow for hydrogen--deuterium exchange, and because exchange takes place on a long time scale (≈3.5 h) suggesting that opening events are infrequent ([@B34]). Nor does an active clamp opening model imply that the clamp loader only destabilizes the clamp to promote opening. The bind-open-lock model suggests that a conformational change occurs the after initial clamp opening event to strongly stabilize an open clamp loader--clamp conformation (locked open complex). The insensitivity of clamp opening rates to destabilization of the β-dimer interface and the bind-open-lock model show that the clamp loader both destabilizes the closed clamp and stabilizes the open clamp. This finding differs somewhat from molecular dynamics simulations suggesting that the clamp loader does not substantially destabilize the closed clamp, but instead stabilizes the open clamp ([@B33]). This difference may simply be due to the differences in the clamp loader--clamps used in the two studies. The molecular dynamics simulations were based on interactions between the eukaryotic clamp loader and trimeric PCNA clamp, and it may be that the eukaryotic clamp loader does not actively open the clamp. The PCNA clamp is less stable than the β-clamp; PCNA dissociates from circular DNA molecules about 3-times faster than β at 37°C and the lifetime of the PCNA trimer is ∼10-fold shorter than the lifetime of the β dimer at 20°C ([@B31],[@B32]). This decreased stability of PCNA may lead to more frequent spontaneous opening events and allow the eukaryotic clamp loader to capture open PCNA clamps passively. On the other hand, the molecular dynamics simulations were based on structural data for the Arg finger mutant which is defective in clamp opening, and thus, may not be not be giving the complete picture (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B44]--[@B46]). Although PCNA is not as stable as the β-clamp, the lifetime of the trimeric PCNA ring (4.5 h) is about the same as the lifetime of the β-R103S mutant (5.8 h) at room temperature which suggests that the clamp loader may also need to destabilize PCNA to form an open complex.

The results in this paper support a model in which the *E. coli* clamp loader binds a closed clamp and destabilizes the clamp to form an initial open clamp loader--clamp complex. This initial opening event does not strongly favor an open clamp loader--clamp complex, and subsequent conformational changes in the clamp loader--clamp complex are needed to stabilize the clamp in an open conformation. This final locked open state likely represents a complex where all five core clamp loader subunits interact extensively with the face of the clamp to stabilize the open conformation. Because breaking one interface in forming an open clamp would likely destabilize clamps, another important function of this final locked open complex is to prevent dissociation of open clamps into monomers.
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